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YOUR HBA AWARDS SPECIAL
#hbauk2018

PAUL SYLVESTER FROM ABSOULTE RADIO HOSTS THE NATIONAL HOSPITAL RADIO
AWARDS.

THE 2018 NATIONAL HOSPITAL RADIO AWARDS
The DeVere Beaumont Estate, Windsor
24th March 2018
YOUR AWARD WINNERS:

WINDSOR WAS GREAT!

Station Of The Year
Best Female Presenter
Best Male Presenter
Best Special Event
Best Newcomer
Best Programme w/Multi Presenters
Best Speech Package
Did you see our Tradeshow?
Recognising Innovation
The John Whitney Award
Best Specalist Music Programme
Best Station Promotion
Thanks to our supporters
Grab Your Official Photos
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What a fantastic night we had in Windsor
back on the 24th March 2018, celebrating the
marvellous work of hospital radio volunteers
across the UK.

Your Next On-Air

Page 19

It was a night of glitz and glam and you didn’t
dissapoint with your attire. The food was delicious and it was great to have guests joining
us on the night and on the big screens.
You also pulled out some moves on the
dancefloor!
This is your awards edition of On-Air. Your
Spring edition of the magazine will be out at
the end of May, beginning of June.
Got a story for the Spring edition? Get it to us
by Monday 21st May 2018. Click here.

For Your Information:
The Hospital Broadcasting Association(HBA) is the operating name of the National Association of Hospital Broadcast- ing Organisations, Registered in
England and Wales as a company limited by guarantee (No. 2750147) and a charity (No. 1015501). Registered office: Avebury House, St Peter Street,
Winchester, SO23 8BN
All material ©2018 HBA and may not be reproduced in any form without prior written permission. Views expressed in this magazine are the personal
opinion of the contributor, and not necessarily those of the HBA or the editors. Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the publication, all advertisements and articles are included in good faith and HBA accepts no responsibility for any errors or omissions.
Front Cover Image: Radio Brockley collecting their Station of the Year Gold Award.
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THE RADIO BROCKLEY TEAM WITH THEIR STATION OF
THE YEAR AWARD WITH ALAN DEDICOAT (2nd left)

RADIO BROCKLEY
WIN GOLD

“A truly great hospital radio station at the top of its game”
It’s always one of the most hotly contested and information to complement our patient
categories at the National Hospital Radio befriending at the Royal National Orthopaedic
Awards and this year, the Station of the Year Hospital in Stanmore.’
accolade went to Radio Brockley.
Radio Tyneside picked up Silver with judges
In this tightly contested category, the judges saying there was a great warmth to their entry
said: “Brockley nudged ahead because there and again, a diverse range of programming.
were simply no weak links. The coverage of
hospital events was very well presented. As Hospital Radio Plymouth, who took gold in the
an award entry, this entry perfectly showcased category back in 2015 won bronze, with judgthe work of a loyal and dedicated team. Again, es saying their entry was very classy, with lots
a diverse range of shows were presented but of diversity in programming and a great shwothe stations overall quality was greater than case for the basiscs in hospital radio.
the sum of its parts. A truly great hospital radio station at the top of its game.”
This category was sponsored by PPL. Peter
Leathem, Chief Executive of PPL commented:
It is the second time the station has picked up
the top award, having previously won the ac- “Hospital radio provides an invaluable service
colade in 2016.
helping to improve life for people in hospital
and to aid with their recovery. We are delightThis award means the station has finished in ed to help shine a light on those teams and
the UK’s top three for five years in a row, fol- individuals who give up their time to support
lowing a bronze in 2014, silver in 2015, gold in others. Let us not forget that the HBA is also a
2016 and silver in 2017.
fertile breeding ground for future broadcasting
talent; Greg James, Huw Stephens and Scott
Daniel Edward from Radio Brockley comment- Mills being three current Radio 1 DJs who first
ed: ‘We are all delighted to have been awarded presented shows on hospital radio”
Station of the Year for 2018. Our recent run of
successes at the HBA Awards is testament
to the fantastic team at Radio Brockley. With
this award, we are ever more energised and
excited to offer great shows, entertainment,
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IT’S A WIN FOR WEY!

Many Morrow from Radio Wey is Best Female Presenter
JULIE TAKES HOME SILVER
FOR NOTTINGHAM

Julie Caston from Nottingham Hospital’s Radio took home the Silver.
The judges “loved Julie’s presentational style, describing it as nice and friendly. They also felt there was good use
of interview clips within her entry too,
showing her diverse nature on air.”

CHELMSFORD TAKE THE
BRONZE

MANDY MORROW PICKS UP HER GOLD AWARD FOR
BEST FEMALE PRESENTER OF THE YEAR.

Mandy Morrow from Radio Wey won the gold award and was
announced as the Best Female Presenter at this years National Hospital Radio Awards.
Sam Jenkins from Hospital Radio Chelmsford took home Bronze
for the station in this category.
The judges described her entry as
“a very enthusiastic broadcaster with
a charming style that is a real joy to
listen too.”

Speaking with On-Air, Mandy said: ’As I had won the silver
three times, it was becoming a bit of a Radio Wey joke that
I was always the bridesmaid and never the bride! I am very
chuffed to finally win the Gold and am grateful to the HBA’
Speaking of Mandy’s entry, the judges said “Mandy really
makes you think when she’s chatting with you – and that’s the
key, she’s chatting with YOU…just you, no-one else.”
Andy Harrower, Director of Broadcast and Online Licensing,
PRS for Music, who sponsored this category said: “We were
once again delighted to have supported the awards and conference, celebrating the dedication of all involved with hospital radio.”
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SILVER FOR NOTTINGHAM
HOSPITALS RADIO

Nottingham Hospitals’ Radio Rajiv
Hasan took home the silver in this
category. The judges said:
Rajiv was very friendly, with plenty of
engaging content and a warm style
that keeps you listening. A funny and
natural broadcaster, as one judge put
it.

RADIO GRAPEVINE TAKE
HOME BRONZE

Ross Coutts took the Bronze back to
Scotland for Radio Grapevine.
The judges said:
Ross is a very accomplished presenter with a great interview technique. He
sounds very comfortable on air and a
good listen.

GOLD FOR
GLYNN

Hospital Radio’s Best Male Presenter
It was Glynn Thomas who took home Gold in the Best
Male Presenter of the Year category at this years awards.
Glynn beat off stiff competition from Rajiv Hasan from
Nottingham Hospitals Radio and Ross Coutts from Radio
Grapevine to take home the title.
Speaking of his entry, the judges loved Glynn’s style on air.
A nice, natural story-teller with a lot of warmth in his presentation and a great use of voice. Well worth listening to.
Just a shame you have to be ill to hear him!.
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REDHILL WINS SPECIAL EVENT
Flying Scotsman feature secures stations’ gold win

Radio Redhill’s visit of the famous
Flying Scotsman locomotive to the
Bluebell Railway in Easter 2017 secured the station’s Gold award in the
Special Event category.
Speaking of the entry, the judges
said: “There’s something really special about this and they loved how
a very visual thing is turned in to radio. The presentation was perfectly
pitched for the audience. One judge
said, on paper this wouldn’t have won
but I was drawn in and felt like I was
stood on the platform – one of the
best entries I’ve heard in a decade of
judging these awards.”
The Chairman of Radio Redhill added: “I am delighted that Radio Redhill
has won another Gold Award. This
not only recognises the work of our
reporter at the Bluebell Railway, Ian
Wilson, but also the efforts of all Radio Redhill members throughout the
year.”

SILVER FOR
HOSPITAL RADIO
CHELMSFORD

BRONZE FOR
DURHAM
HOSPITALS RADIO
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KNIGHTS BEST NEWCOMER
The Hospital Radio Chelmsford host wins gold
ANNA PANGBOURNE TAKES
SILVER

Sean Dunderdale collects Anna’s Silver
award on her behalf.
The judges “The judges loved Anna’s
enthusiasm – she enticed me in, kept
me listening and is a great communicator”

RICHARD HOLMES WINS
BRONZE

Tony Knight was crowned Best Newcomer at the National
Hospital Radio Awards.

Richard Holmes from Arrowe Sound
takes home Bronze.
The judges said “Richard is a cheeky
chappy who’s just a natural on the
radio – who wouldn’t enjoy listening
to him? A great presenter and one to
watch for the future.”

The judge said Tony was the stand out winner this year. A
presenter who understands the one-on-one approach to
broadcasting. Warm, friendly and a joy to listen too.
Silver was awarded to Anna Pangbourne of Radio Chelsea
and Westminster, whilst Bronze went to Richard Holmes
from Arrowe Sound.
This category was sponsored by Broadcast Radio.

TONY KNIGHT PICKS UP HIS BEST NEWCOMER
AWARD
99 || On-Air
On-Air www.hbauk.com
www.hbauk.com

RADIO GLAMORGAN PICK UP BEST PROGRAMME WITH
MULTIPLE PRESENTERS

RADIO GLAMORGAN
WIN FOR WALES
The Teenage Cancer Takeover “really stood out”

Radio Glamorgan took gold home to Wales wood Sound.
after winning the accolade in the Best Programme with Multiple Presenters category.
Speaking of their entry, the judge said: “these
two also had great chemistry. Good interacCommenting on the entry, the judges said: tion, both between them and the listeners and
“This programme really stood out – a brave pro- guests too. They sound like they’re having fun,
gramme to produce, effectively handing over but that fun isn’t exclusive to the studio – it’s
the airwaves to an amazing group who handle fun for the listeners too.”
it brilliantly and produce a warm, friendly, and
brilliant programme that is worth listening to Harrogate Hospital Radio took Bronze with
again and again. An excellent way to promote The Evening Request Show with Steve and Ann.
the Teenage Cancer Trust and an exceptional
piece of radio.“
The judges said Steve and Ann had a good
chemistry and understood their listeners and
The initative was started by Jamie Pritchard who they were talking to. A good partnership,
in 2016. Jamie commented: “it’s been an hon- bringing a smile to the patients at a time when
our to help this show grow and grow, for the a smile is what they need.
sake of the charity and the patients involved.
For it to be recognised on a national level has This category was sponsored by PRS for Mubeen fantastic and we as a team will con- sic.
tinue to present the show which we have always aimed to make educational, educational
alongside attempting to break the stigma of
talking about cancer”
The programme is broadcast monthly on a
Sunday afternoon. You can follow @tcttakeover on Twitter and Facebook to find out when
the next programme is due to be aired.
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BEST SPEECH PACKAGE
Hospital Radio Plymouth win gold with rugby broadcast
EILEEN’S CHEVIOT CHALLENGE
WINS SILVER

Eileen and the Durham Hospitals Radio team took home the silver.
The judges loved this piece – it was a
good countryside walk with again lovely sound effects and a genuine speech
package of interest, painting pictures
along the way – as only radio can.

BRONZE FOR BROCKLEY

It was a Fundraising Rugby Match that scored a gold victory
for Hospital Radio Plymouth, who won the top accolade in
the Best Speech Package category.
It was the Rebuid of Royal National Orthopedic Hospital Buildings that helped Radio Brockley
take home bronze in this category.
The judges agreed this was a very interesting package, with a good use of
sound effects that brought the piece

They beat off stiff competition from Durah Hospitals Radio
and Radio Brockley, who won Silver and bronze respectively.
The judges said Plymouth’s entry really stood out – well put
together, good story telling and narrative flow. Outstanding,
as one judge put it.
You can hear Plymouth’s entry and all of this years winning
entries in all categories by clicking here.

THE HOSPITAL RADIO PLYMOUTH TEAM PICKING UP
THEIR GOLD AWARD
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DELEGATES ATTEND OUR 2018
TRADESHOW IN WINDSOR

DID YOU GRAB
SOME GOODIES?

If you didn’t, then you missed out on some of these...
Radio News Hub provides news bulletins to radio stations at home and abroad.
We offer various packages at an affordable price which can be paid monthly. These include weather updates along with business, sport, showbiz and world news bulletins.

Since 1976, HHB has been dedicated to delivering the latest and most innovative pro
audio equipment solutions to the world’s top broadcasters, recording studios, post
facilities and systems integrators. This legacy is backed by an extensive list of customers who have enjoyed HHB’s high levels of specialist advice and technical support
including the BBC, Sky, CNN, Abbey Road, Molinare Post and many more.

The AudioSweets Sweet Shop is the ultimate imaging pick and mix tool kit - a continuously updated library of beds, promo/sweeper shells, sound design, utilities, breaks,
artist drops & song drops. Plus a sweet load of programming elements...

Radioshed Productions was formed in March of 2017 by former Station Manager at
Jubilee Hospital Radio, Fred Setters.
Fred decided that it was time to start his own creative project and create programmes
to support Community, Hospital and Internet Radio stations. Such organisations are
often staffed by volunteers who may need to work during the daytime, so syndicated
radio programmes provide a valuable resource at times when the station is running
on auto.
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PAUL MUNRO FROM RADIO GRAPEVINE WINS RECOGNISING
INNOVATION

DAVID HORTON FROM BHBN PICKS UP THE JOHN WHITNEY
AWARD

RECOGNISING
INNOVATION &
JOHN WHITNEY
AWARDS
Two categories at the 2018 National Hospital Radio Awards have no
shortlist and no bronze or silver winners. They are the John Whitney
Award and, new for 2018, Recognising Innovation.
The John Whitney Award celebrates an outstanding contribution, by an individual, to Hospital Radio over a period of years. This year, the award was
handed to David Horton from BHBN in Birmingham.
New for 2018, the Recognising Innovation across Hospital Radio award was
designed to recognise those behind the scenes, those who push the boundaries, use innovative, novel or pioneering ideas. Paul Monro from Radio
Grapevine was the innaugral winner of this award, sponsored by Broadcast
Radio.
Congratulations to both.
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TYNESIDE TAKES
GOLD... TWICE
Best Specialist Music Programme...

Newcastle’s Radio Tyneside was nominated in six categories at this years National Hospital
Radio Awards and won gold for their Best Specialist Music Programme The Geordie Hour.
The station faced stiff competition from Radio Grapevine and Inverness Hospital Radio in Scotland, who won silver & bronze respectively.
Speaking of Tyneside’s entry, the judge summed up the entry by saying it was a really great concept, that was very well presented and knew it’s audience perfectly.
Radio Grapevine’s ‘Fresh Sounds’ was awarded silver, with the judges commenting it was a proper
rock/contemporary show & professionally presented with a great sense of place.
‘Sunday Cilidh’ from Inverness Hospital Radio won bronze, which ‘showed an amazing knowledge
of its subject matter and a unique programme’

...and Station Promotion Winners
Radio Tyneside also won gold inStation Promotion for the Beamish Visit.
The judges said their entry was “a very effective message that was nicely executed”.
Radio Glamorgan’s promotion about their station won silver with judges citing it packed lots into
60 seconds, while the promotion for Kath Layte’s 60s and 70s show on CHBN took bronze, with
the judges commenting the promo was just lovely and had charm.
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THANKS TO
THESE BUSINESSES

FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF OUR ANNUAL CONFERENCE & AWARDS

Voceware creates innovative, smart and robust software for the broadcast industry.
Our beautiful clocks and our suite of completely customisable information systems
are installed in leading broadcasters across Europe and the Middle East. Your presenters will never get a time check wrong again, and your guests will be wowed by
your custom branding inside and outside your studios.

Going Wild With Wildlife is an independent and unique wildlife radio show presented
by Stuart ‘The Wildman’ Mabbutt.
Recorded on location all around the country or from our barn studio at Clue Hill Farm
on the Oxfordshire/Buckinghamshire border.
The 30 minute generic shows explores nature, upclose and personal, touching on
our emotional, psycholgical and phylosophical connections with the natural world.
Including music chosen by geusts that reflect nature/environemnt/countryside in
some way.

Chris Stevens runs audio production companies Devaweb and Ignite Jingles, following 15 years in production booths in the UK and the USA. Devaweb has produced
audio for over 50% of the UK’s hospital radio stations, and he’s a proud supporter of
hospital radio. Chris is also the Programme Director of Chris Country, which is now
on DAB in 6 parts of the UK. He’s a fan of hoodies, cider, VW camper vans and basset
hounds.
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THANKS TO THESE BUSINESSES

FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF OUR ANNUAL CONFERENCE & AWARDS

Broadcast Radio (formerly P Squared) are pleased to once again attend the HBA conference. This year will be our 21st consecutive year at the event and to celebrate we
have a lot planned. First and foremost we will be showing the full release version of
Myriad 5 Playout for the first time anywhere. It has been great to share previews over
the past couple of years but now we are ready to let you play with the final version
and answer all your questions about upgrading your station.
We have also recently announced that we now supply and support the entire AEQ
range of broadcast equipment in the UK. We will be bring along a wide range of
equipment for you to take a look at including digital mixers, multi-line phone systems,
codecs, outside broadcast units and more.
We’ll also be on hand throughout the weekend to answer any questions. Plus, we
will be running a short masterclass on Myriad 4 Playout and AutoTrack, for anyone
looking to get a little more from their system.

Audessence Ltd manufactures a range of professional broadcast radio equipment
including our world-renowned ALPS & PodBlaster audio levellers, FM and AM broadcast audio processors, RDS encoders, and FM transmission accessories.
We are the UK’s leading independent authority on small-scale DAB technology and
the only independent operator of a multi-site DAB single frequency network in the
UK (the ‘Trial London’ small-scale DAB multiplex, which hosts such stations as Resonance FM, Solar Radio, Rinse FM, Rainbow Radio, and Reprezent, amongst others).

Smile! produces publicity magazines for over 45 hospital radio stations across the
UK. Our first hospital radio station was HRC (Chelmsford). Our service is free of
charge as well as generating a healthy donation for our customers. “ I am very proud
of the fact that Smile! has given over £300,000 to hospital radio and this figure is set
to grow substantially into the future.” - Smile’s MD, Tim Lloyd.

Vortex Communications has been supplying cost-effective broadcast solutions
since 1987 and is the leader in Audio and Video Codecs for News, Sport and Outside
Broadcast. ACCESS-NX is the latest member of the industry-standard ACCESS family which incorporates the same low-bitrate audio, clever forward error correction and
error masking, plus CrossLock and dual-streaming for rock-steady reliability.
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bionic.radio

The Bionic
Studio is here.
See for yourself at
NAB 2018, stand N7131

SEE ALL THE OFFICIAL
AWARD PHOTOS
CLICK HERE

YOUR
SPRING
On-Air, IS
DUE TO
BLOOM END
OF MAY 2018
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